Dependence of carrier mobility on nanocrystal size and ligand length in PbSe nanocrystal solids.
We measure the room-temperature electron and hole field-effect mobilities (micro(FE)) of a series of alkanedithiol-treated PbSe nanocrystal (NC) films as a function of NC size and the length of the alkane chain. We find that carrier mobilities decrease exponentially with increasing ligand length according to the scaling parameter beta = 1.08-1.10 A(-1), as expected for hopping transport in granular conductors with alkane tunnel barriers. An electronic coupling energy as large as 8 meV is calculated from the mobility data. Mobilities increase by 1-2 orders of magnitude with increasing NC diameter (up to 0.07 and 0.03 cm(2) V(-1) s(-1) for electrons and holes, respectively); the electron mobility peaks at a NC size of approximately 6 nm and then decreases for larger NCs, whereas the hole mobility shows a monotonic increase. The size-mobility trends seem to be driven primarily by the smaller number of hops required for transport through arrays of larger NCs but may also reflect a systematic decrease in the depth of trap states with decreasing NC band gap. We find that carrier mobility is independent of the polydispersity of the NC samples, which can be understood if percolation networks of the larger-diameter, smaller-band-gap NCs carry most of the current in these NC solids. Our results establish a baseline for mobility trends in PbSe NC solids, with implications for fabricating high-mobility NC-based optoelectronic devices.